Adults on Mission Leaders

A leader for Adults on Mission seeks to involve the men and women in their church to share the good news and minister to the needs of others. An Adults on Mission group leader is responsible for promoting missions involvement through the group and for leading to plan, conduct, and evaluate the work of the group.

What leaders are needed?
Adults on Mission has a simple leadership base.
- A leader is needed for each group.
- More than one group leader can work together to accomplish plans.
- Other leaders may be involved as needed for one-time events or short-term activities.
- Adjust the leaders needed for Adults on Mission to meet the needs of your church.

What does an Adults on Mission group leader do?
Specific responsibilities include the following.
- Communicate the purpose of Adults on Mission.
- Lead the group to set goals and carry out action plans for missions experiences.
- Guide adults in developing their leadership potential.
- Prepare and work within the Adults on Mission budget.
- Provide resources and materials.
- Keep records and report activities.
- Serve on the Adults on Mission planning team or WMU leadership team, if the church has these.